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Many kitchen manufacturers will know 
the limitations of using a hot air pre-glued 
edgebander. Longer tape supply lead times and 
increased purchase costs create headaches for 
most joiners.

That’s why the new design ME20 has seen 
such a rapid growth in popularity.  The ME20 
is a hot melt glue pot machine, giving smaller 
manufacturers the advantages and versatility 
normally only seen in high volume production 
shops. 

Many joiners and kitchen manufacturers would 
have experienced unmanageable lead times on 
‘non standard’ colours from edgetape suppliers, 
so the ME20’s ability to use standard tapes off 
the shelf eliminates this problem.

The biggest advantage of the ME20 is the 
strength of the glue bond.  Hot Melt systems, 
with their application of the glue to the panel, 
gives a much stronger, longer lasting glue bond.

Another area hot melt machines perform well is 
in variable temperatures.  Many joiners would 
be familiar with trying to use hot box systems 
in the middle of winter.  The combination of 
cold tapes, a hot air system trying to adequately 
melt the glue and cold ambient temperatures 
gives extremely variable edge quality.

The ME20 system uses a recirculating glue 
pot system with heating elements – ensuring 
glue is always at the optimum temperature for 
application.  

An additional advantage of the hot melt glue 
pot system is the increased feed rate.  This 
compact machine runs twice as fast as other 
machines of a similar size.  You can literally cut 
your edgebanding time in half with the ME20.

One of the other upgrades within the machine 
is its 5mm solid timber capacity.  Adjustable 
pressure rollers and infeed fence allow clashing 
to be applied to your panels via a few simple 
adjustments.

Manufactured by the SCM group, the ME20 
has been designed using SCM’s years of 
edgebanding experience.  

Simplicity is the key here – with a new 
controller designed to make operation even 
easier.  A large control panel with clear 
switching makes the machine very intuitive 
to use.  

Access to the operating groups is one of the 
best in the industry, with a large, swing away 
style feed track.  This opens up the complete 
working system for adustments & cleaning.

The trimming motors are the largest in its class 
- ensuring you’ve always got plenty of power 
right where you need it – at the cut.  Long 
term this will provide longer tooling life and a 
smoother fi nish of your panels.

The new ME20 is now on display at Gabbett 
Machinery’s demonstration facilities in 
Auckland and Christchurch.  For more 
information contact (09)828 4530, (03) 
3773795 or www.gabbett.com

Why buy a 
hot melt edgebander?
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